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This is an EXIFinfo tool for display and modify the ISO value in the EXIF.EXIF
file when using the CANON cameras. It shows the ISO values hinting in the

EXIF.EXIF file when you choose the AUTO_ISO function of the CANON
camera. It also gives you the possibility to modify the ISO value in the

EXIF.EXIF file, but you have to use the file exiftool.exe. What’s new in this
version: I made another major update in this version, the first one without a

price! (this price will come soon :)) - Added support for the EOS 50D
(Japanese model) (8890e001) - Added new EOS 10D information stored in

the EXIF. - Added new support for the Nikkor 14-24 (mm-F3.5-5.6) and 16-35
(mm-F3.5-5.6) wide angle lens. - Added autocorrect for the EOS 20D

(20D_00e33_sb3) - Bug fixes. What’s new in this version: I made another
major update in this version, the first one without a price! (this price will

come soon :)) - Added support for the EOS 50D (Japanese model)
(8890e001) - Added new EOS 10D information stored in the EXIF. - Added
new support for the Nikkor 14-24 (mm-F3.5-5.6) and 16-35 (mm-F3.5-5.6)
wide angle lens. - Added autocorrect for the EOS 20D (20D_00e33_sb3) -

Bug fixes. What's new: I added support for the EOS 50D (8890e001) - This
camera is a Japanese version of the EOS 500D. It has a 14.2MP sensor. - It
does not have a microphone. - It has a flip screen. - It has very bad flash
performance. - It has a horizontal forward/backward viewfinder. - It has a

wide-angle lens Nikkor 14-24mm f/3.5-5.6. ExifTool is a metadata tool (Exif
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Display all ISO values currently in the Exif data when reading a photo. Even
though the camera may not have chosen an ISO value when the photo was
taken, ExifTool can still read the information and even change the value in
the Exif tags using the -ISO ISO=... option. The information it can change

includes: ISO - Default camera ISO value for the photo. The 'CAMERA-
MAKER:ISO' tag will now display a correction value if the value in the Exif
data disagrees with the ISO value chosen by the digic processor. 5. Leave
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the program open and run exiftool.exe either with the -k switch and from
anywhere in the file system or from the toolbar button. We now proceed to a

basic example to explain how you can use this tool. Create 3 pictures on
your PC: picture 1  (empty) - Have no ISO value in the Exif data picture

2  (empty) - Have ISO value of 1024 in the Exif data picture 3  (filled) - Have
ISO value of 3200 in the Exif data Now, run the following examples. You'll

see the values set by exiftool and also exiftool will set the values in the Exif
data if possible. In the following example the user does not know about the
ISO value that camera chose and the digic processor sets 3200. picture 1

Get the tag CAMERA-MAKER:ISO and you will see 'CAMERA-MAKER:ISO' with
no value displayed. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Save the image and
run exiftool again. You'll see a number different from 3200 but lower. * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * picture 2 Get the tag CAMERA-MAKER:ISO and
you will see 'CAMERA-MAKER:ISO' with value 1024. * * * * * * * * * * * *
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AUTO_ISO_Tool For ExifTool

--------------------------------------- This tool for Windows is a quick and easy way to
change or get the ISO information from the EXIF with a quick single click.
The format of the ISO value is selectable and can be stored in the exif or in a
new separate camera ISO table or a new field in the camera EXIF tag. This
tool will help to recover that information, to change the value or to learn if
the camera supports ISO control. The cameras that use the ISO auto mode
were Canon EOS 200D, EOS 200N, EOS 400D, EOS 400D, EOS 550D, EOS
550D, EOS 600D, EOS 60D, EOS 60D, EOS 70D, EOS 70D, EOS 700D, EOS
7D, EOS 7D, EOS 7D Mark II, EOS 7D Mark III, EOS 80D, EOS 7D Mark II, EOS
800D, EOS 800D, EOS C100, EOS C300, EOS 1D Mark IV, EOS 1D Mark IV,
EOS 5D Mark II, EOS 5D Mark III, EOS M, EOS M 50D, EOS M 40D, EOS M50,
EOS M5, EOS N, EOS N 1D, EOS SX200 IS, EOS 350D, EOS 400D, EOS 450D,
EOS 500D, EOS 600D, EOS 600D, EOS 650D, EOS 700D, EOS 800D, EOS
1000D, EOS 800D, EOS 900D, EOS 1000D, EOS 1D Mark IV, EOS 2000D, EOS
2800D, EOS 4000D, EOS 5000D, EOS 500D, EOS X, EOS X5, EOS X5 II, EOS
X5 III, EOS X6, EOS X6 II, EOS X6s, EOS X6s II, EOS 80D Mark II, EOS M 100D,
EOS M 500D, EOS M 60D, EOS M 40D, EOS M 10D, EOS M 50D, EOS M 100D,
EOS M 200D, EOS M 240D, EOS M 300D, EOS M 35

What's New in the?

The AUTO ISO field for a Canon Digital camera is stored as the CAMERA-
MAKER:ISO string instead of the ISO value in EXIF. This is to provide more
space for other Canon camera data. For example, the Canon ML-L3 does not
retain the EXIF information of the last image taken when using the
UPLOAD_TO_SANDBOX_MOVIE command. Therefore, when using the Canon
Uploader utility (CUE), a separate copy of the last image will be stored in the
thumbnail cache. In order to determine the value of the AUTO ISO field and
other issues, you have to convert the CAMERA-MAKER:ISO string back to the
ISO value used by the digic processor. In most cases, the CAMERA-
MAKER:ISO string is the ISO value chosen by the digic processor. Download
Link : You can support the developer of this tool by giving him a small
donation on apaypal account: Please allow at least 2 to 3 days between
donation and receiving the account. you can support the developer of this
tool by giving him a small donation on apaypal account: Please allow at least
2 to 3 days between donation and receiving the account. EDIT: As per
request: First of all, thanks a lot for this tool, I have it already downloaded
and working perfectly. I've got a new problem. I have the following Canon
EOS 400D camera: CAMERA-MAKER:VALUE is 12,437. When I open my files
with ExifTool after taking a picture in AUTO_ISO mode, it shows me: CAMERA-
MAKER:ISO=12,427 This value it's not the real value selected by the digic
processor, is it a bug? A: I'm sorry to say that because Canon has not
released the specification for this yet. Although ExifTool is able to read the
data from their own setting, you will not be able to read the EX
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System Requirements:

Minimum System Requirements: CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo E6400 RAM: 2 GB
Screen Resolution: 1024x768 or higher Video Card: nVidia GeForce 8800 or
ATI Radeon X1800 Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Additional Notes:
You must download the ISO file to the "Downloads" folder on your HDD. Also,
you need to have the DVD drive working in your computer. Recommended
System Requirements: CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 or AMD Phenom X3 8
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